
Measuring Absolute SpaeCoordinates in Two Dimensions1Bernd HeideInstitute of Prodution Measuring Tehnology andQuality AssuraneAbstratThe paper desribes how a two-dimensional absolute measuring system an ex-pliitly be realized. The theoretial bakground, the experimental setup, theevaluation algorithm, and the results of measurement are disussed in detail.Keywords: Two-dimensional Absolute Measuring System, Pass Light Sys-tem, Transformation Measuring System, Two-dimensional Measurement, Mi-rometre Sale, Deoding of Transformation Traes.
1 IntrodutionA tendeny in the prodution engineering goes toward miniaturization. Beauseof this, it very often is not suÆient to perform a two-dimensional measurementby using two dial gauges for eah diretion. The measured values are not aurateenough in that ase. Nor the values are measured at the same time.In order to master this problem, diret two-dimensional measuring systems havebeen developed. However, up to now only inremental measuring systems areavailable. These systems are not able to ontinue the measurement immediatelyafter a power failure. Their sensor or standard, respetively, �rst has to be slippeduntil a marker is passed over.A better solution for performing two-dimensional measurements would be repre-sented by an absolute measuring system. Suh a system does not need passingover a marker. After swithing on, it displays the measured value at eah positionat one, sine the information of the absolute position is enoded in the stru-ture of the standard. The expliit realization of suh a two-dimensional absolutemeasuring system (xy-system) is disussed in the following.1This talk was given at the sienti� olloquium of the IFMQ of Chemnitz University ofTehnology on September 19, 2000. 1



2 Theoretial bakgroundThe measuring system under onsideration is a so-alled 'pass light system', i. e.,the standard transmits light.The system essentially onsists of four omponents; f. �gure 1: a lighting devie,a standard, a sanning devie, and an evaluation unit.The funtional priniple of the measuring system is as follows: Light is emittedfrom the lighting system and foussed on the standard. Beause of the strutureof the standard, the light an transmit the standard only at ertain domains. Asilhouette arises. This silhouette is deteted by the sensor line, whih expliit isa harge oupled devie (CCD), and onverted into an eletrial signal. Finally,this signal is evaluated. Sine there is a bijetive relation between the silhouetteand the position of the sensor line (or standard respetively), it is possible toalulate the position diretly.The realization of the lighting devie is simple. It is suÆient to use a lightemitting diode (LED).The realization of the sanning devie is more diÆult but nevertheless state ofthe art. The sanning devie onsists of a printed iruit board whih mainly on-tains: a lok (quartz), a linear image sensor (CCD line), an analog-digital on-verter, a �eld programmable gate array (FPGA), and one ontroller (miropro-essor). The sanning devie was manufatured by the ompany TR-EletroniLtd. [1℄.The most elaborated part, however, is the development of the struture of thestandard. This work as well as the whole onept of transformation measuringsystems has been done by Professor H. Trumpold, Dr. Ch. Troll, and their PhDstudent at that time, Dr. U. Kipping [2℄ (see also [3, 4℄).It an be seen from �gure 1 that the struture ontains three types of traes. Thelines whih take an angle of 135Æ to the x-axis belong to a datum trae. The lineswhih take an angle of 90Æ to the x-axis are part of a x-transformation trae. Andthe lines taking an angle of 0Æ to the x-axis belong to a y-transformation trae.The sensor line is perpendiular to the datum traes. Thus, the lines of eahtype of transformation trae ut the sensor line with an angle of 45Æ (or 135Ærespetively). The smaller this angle is, the longer beomes the gauge length.Therefore, the gauge length theoretially beomes in�nite for an angle of 0Æ. Inthis way, the boundary aused by the enoding does not play any role anymore.Knowing the struture of the standard, one an alulate the measured values.This alulation is subjet of setion 4.3 Experimental setupNext I would like to present the experimental setup. Figure 2 gives an overviewabout the essential omponents. The omponents are: a at plate of stone [used2



as basis℄ (1), a linear guide (2), a pneumati arriage (3), a devie (4) for turningat ertain angles, a faility (5) for adjusting the standard in two diretions, aholding element (6) for the standard (7), a devie (8) for adjusting the printediruit board (9) in three diretions, a holding element (10) for the LED, and�nally a transformation measuring system (11) whih is used for omparing themeasured values.The transformation measuring system [3℄ is an one-dimensional system. In prin-iple, the measuring system for omparing the measured values must be a two-dimensional one. But suh a system was not available.However, sine the artesian oordinates an be replaed by an angle and a dis-tane in the two-dimensional spae one an measure the distane with an one-dimensional measuring system and dedue the artesian oordinates when theangle is known. This point will be disussed in more detail in setion 5.The standard and the printed iruit board represent the heart of the experimen-tal setup in some sense. They are depited in more detail in �gure 3.The funtionality of the measuring system is outlined in �gure 4. The red arrowsindiate the diretions in whih the elements onerned an be moved. In prinipleit does not matter whether the printed iruit board or the standard is moved.However, moving the printed iruit board an lead to systemati errors sine theeletrial ables must be arried with. Therefore, I deided to move the standardalong the linear guide.4 Evaluation algorithmIn order to transform the eletrial signals into measured vaules, I wrote thefollowing evaluation algorithm. The evaluation algorithm essentially onsits ofsix parts whih are disussed suessively.4.1 Communiation with the ontrollerThe evaluation algorithm ommuniates with the ontroller of the printed iruitboard by means of a RS232C interfae.The ommuniation is done in order to get a position array as well as a statusarrray from the ontroller.The omponents of the position array ontain the positions on the sensor line atwhih a hange of brightness (light-dark, or dark-light) takes plae.Eah omponent of the status array ontains the status of the respetive hangeof brightness.If, for example, the sensor line is partly overed by a plate, ompare �gure 5,there are two hanges of brightness eah of them with di�erent status. If thehange of brightness is from light to dark, the status is termed with '0', otherwise3



with '1'. It is ruled by the signal proessing diretion of the sensor line whetherthe transition is from ligth to dark or vie versa.The ommuniation essentially is done in the following way:{ First, the evaluation algorithm tells the ontroller to generate new valuesof both the position array and the status array. The respetive ommand,whih is sent from the evaluation unit to the ontroller, just onsists of twointegers.{ Then, the evaluation algorithm suessively reeives pairs of array elementswhih onsist of a position array element and the respetive status arrayelement from the ontroller. For eah pair, the evaluation algorithm �rstsends the array index to the ontroller and then gets from him both theposition and the status of the hange of brightness.When the evaluation algorithm has reeived all of the position array elements aswell as all of the status array elements, he starts with the analysis.4.2 Calulation of the line widthsFirst, the line widths are alulated. The ith line width is de�ned as the di�erenebetween the position of brightness hange No. (i + 1) and the position ofbrightness hange No. i, width[i℄ := [i+ 1℄� [i℄ ;where the position array is denoted with ''.4.3 Finding the datum traesThen, the datum traes are asertained. A datum trae onsists of six straightlines, ompare �gure 6. All of the lines have the same width and they are parallelto eah other. Further, the distanes between the lines are equal.In order to �nd out a datum trae, the following has to be done:{ Calulate all of the widths where [i+1℄ belongs to the status 0 and [i℄ tothe status 1.{ Compare these widths with an intervall whih is hosen with respet to thetheoretial width of the datum trae.{ Make sure that none of these widths lies within a ertain seurity domain(f. �gure 6).The seurity domain has to be taken into aount in order to exlude errors whihould arise form the lines of the ode bloks of a transformation trae due to theproessing proess. 4



4.4 Deoding the transformation traesNext, the transformation traes are deoded. The ode bloks of the transforma-tion traes are numbered onseutively. Beause of the number, it is possible to�nd out whether a ode blok belongs to the x- or y-diretion. Eah ode bloknumber is enoded by a 12-bit word. It onsists of a margin label, a positionlabel, and 24 information labels, see �gure 7. An information label an be eithera value label or a separation label. The margin label and the information labelshave the smallest width. This width is termed unit width in the following. Theposition label is 4 times the unit width.In order to deode a transformation trae, �rst of all one has to alulate themapping between a deteted distane and its theoretial value. The mapping Mis de�ned by,M = deteted distane between 2 datum traestheoretial distane between 2 datum traes :In prinple there are two ways for deoding a transformation trae.The �rst way is: Take a ertain label, e.g. the position label. Calulate thedistanes between this label and eah information label. Divide eah label by theunit width. If the resulting number is n, set bit 2N(n) to 1, otherwise to 0.The �rst way, however, has one diÆulty. One has to allow a ertain toleranefor the pratial implementation. Beause of this one an get false results if n islarge, say n = 11.So, I suggest the following (seond) way: Take the position [i℄ as a basis whihis between the margin label and the position label. Calulate the di�erenesbetween nearest neighbour omponents, i. e., [i+n+2℄ - [i+n+1℄. Set bit 2naording to the Nassi-Shneider struture hart whih is shown in �gure 8.It an be infered form �gure 8 that 4095 = 212 � 1 if-onditions must be evalu-ated. Due to the symmetry of the Nassi-Shneider struture hart, however, theimplementation of these if-onditionis is simple, see �gure 9. It is also seen fromthat �gure that only 7 if-onditions must expliitly be programmed in order toset bit 21 until bit 211.4.5 Calulation of the atual angle between the sensorline and the datum traesKnowing the ode blok numbers, the evaluation algorithm alulates the atualangle between the sensor line and the datum traes. A sketh of the situationis given in �gure 10. Due to the adjustment, the atual angle di�ers from thedesired angle of 90Æ by the angle �.The absolute value of � is omputed by� = aros theoretial distane between the entres of two datum traesmeasured distane between the entres of the datum traes ! :5



The sign of � is determined as follows: Calulate the length lx of the detetedode blok in x-diretion as well as the length ly of the ode blok in y-diretion.Compare the two lengths. If the relation lx > ly holds, take the positive sign. Ifthe relation lx < ly is valid, take the negative sign.4.6 Calulation of the spae oordinates of the sensor lineHaving done the work desribed in the setions 4.1 until 4.5, �nally the spaeoordinates of the sensor line are omputed.The oherenes for alulating the spae oordinates of the entre of the sensorline are illustrated in �gure 11.The position Px of the beginning of the ode blok in x-diretion is alulated byPx = (29 � [x ode word℄� 28) � [unit width℄ :And the equation for omputing the position Py of the beginning of the odeblok in y-diretion reads,Py = (29 � [y ode word℄� 1) � [unit width℄ :Then, the x-oordinate Mx and the y-oordinate My of the entre of the sensorline are determined byMx = Px + bx = Px + x sin  ;My = Py + ay = Py + y os with  = 45Æ+�. The distanes bx, ay, x, and y are outlined in �gure 11. (Theangle � is taken from foregoing setion.)Remark: The beginnings of the ode bloks undergo statistial utuations. Inorder to minimize the error resulting from these utuations, the beginnings of theode bloks are modi�ed by the analysis method 'linear regression' (Gaussian'sleast square method).5 Results of measurementIn order to test the two-dimensional absolute measuring system, the followingmeasurements have been performed:1. Measurement of the spae oordinates when the sensor line moves parallelto the datum traes.2. Measurement of the spae oordinates when the sensor line moves parallelto the x-axis. 6



3. Measurement of the spae oordinates when the sensor line moves parallelto the y-axis.For omparing the measured values, I applied the transformation measuring sys-tem (TMS) mentioned in setion 3. The TMS was manufatured by the ompanyTR-Eletroni Ltd. [1℄.The following unertainties of measurement were taken into aount in order toalulate the errors of measurement: (The abbreviation 'wrt.' is used for 'withrespet to', 'omp.' stands for 'ompensation', and 'unertainty' is abbreviatedby 'unert.' in the following.) TMS XY-SYSTEM[�m℄ [�m℄{ Unert. wrt. the standard: �0.50 �1.00{ Unert. wrt. the optial omponent: �0.10 �1.00Resolution: 0.06 0.50{ Unert. wrt. the behaviour of the linear guide: �0.03 �1.00{ Unert. wrt. the non existent omp. of temperature: �0.04 �0.04{ Unert. wrt. the violation of Abbe's rule: �0.02 �3.00The unertainties of the xy{system refer to both the x-diretion and the y-diretion.The results of measurement No. 1. are depited in �gure 12 till 15. It is seen from�gure 12, that the x-values as well as the y-values rise linearly. This behaviouris in aordane with the expetation sine the sensor line shifts with an angle of45Æ with respet of the standard.In order to get referene values for the atual x- and y-values of the xy-system,the desired x- and y-values have been determined by these two trigonometrialrelations, xdesired;i = desired;i os(�desired) ;ydesired;i = desired;i sin(�desired) :The index i indiates the distane between measuring point i and measuring point0. The hypotenuse values desired;i has been measured by the TMS. The angle�desired has been alulated from the slope of the orresponding linear regressionline. The unertainty in alulating �desired was 3:0 � 10�3 rad.In order to ompare the atual values with the desired values, the followingdi�erenes have been alulated:�xatual;i := xatual;i � xdesired;i ;�yatual;i := yatual;i � ydesired;i ;�atual;i := atual;i � desired;i ;7



where atual;i is omputed by atual;i := qx2atual;i + y2atual;i. These errors of theatual values are represented in �gure 13 until 15. The error bars in these �gureshave been alulated by using the ombined standard deviation. Due to these�gures it an be seen that the urves for � x, � y, and �  go up and down overa range of several 10 mirometres. The reason for this behaviour are systematierrors whih are mainly aused by a defet FPGA. Beause of the defet FPGA,the photo elements of the sensor line (CCD line) were not ompletely disharged.The result of measurement No. 2. and No. 3. are shown in �gure 16 and �gure17 respetively. The urves of �gures 16 and 17 are not linear in ontrary tothe urve of measurement No. 1. This is also due to the defet FPGA. Beauseof the defet FPGA, the e�etive length of the sensor line was approximately8 millimetres shorter than the normal length. Therefore, 3 datum traes partlyould not be deteted at the same time, as provided, when the sensor line wasmoved parallel to the x-axis or y-axis respetively.Despite of the problems aused by the defet FPGA, it an be said that the two-dimensional absolute measuring system, whih is desribed above, is eligible forperforming diret two-dimensional measurements in priniple.6 SummaryThe aim of this talk was to demonstrate how the two-dimensional absolute mea-suring system, proposed in [2℄, an expliitly be realized.After a brief representation of the theoretial bakground the experimental setupwas explained. Then, the evaluation algorithm was desribed in detail. Finally,the results of measurement were diussed.It turned out that the two-dimensional absolute measuring system is eligible forperforming diret two-dimensional measurements in priniple. However, due toa �eld programmable gate array, whih did not work properly, the systematierrors, depending on the shift diretion, were relatively large.AknowledgmentsThe author thanks Dr. Ch. Troll, Prof. Dr. H. Trumpold, and Dr. U. Kippingfor illuminating disussions.
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Figure 1: Representation of generating digital signals.
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Figure 2: Experimental setup. Explanation: see text.
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Figure 3: Representation of the standard (1) and the printed iruit board (2) inmore detail.
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Figure 4: Sketh of the funtionality of the two-dimensional absolute measuringsystem.

Figure 5: Sketh of signal proessing.13



Figure 6: Sketh of the XY-standard.

Figure 7: Graphial representation of a 12-bit word.
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Figure 8: Nassi-Shneider struture hart.
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Figure 9: Numerial onversion of the Nassi-Shneider struture hart into pseudo-ode in order to set bit 21 until bit 211.
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Figure 10: Sketh of the atual angle of the sensor line. The value of the atualangle is 90Æ � j�j.

Figure 11: Coherenes for alulating the spae oordinates of the entre of thesensor line. The abbrevations are explained in the text.17



Figure 12: Atual x-values and y-values when the sensor line moves parallel tothe datum traes.
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Figure 13: Error of the x-values � x over the x-values.

Figure 14: Error of the y-values � y over the y-values.19



Figure 15: Error of the -values �  over the -values.
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Figure 16: Atual x-values and y-values when the sensor line moves parallel tothe x-axis.
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Figure 17: Atual x-values and y-values when the sensor line moves parallel tothe y-axis.
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